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Gerard Luttikhuizen

Gnostic Hermeneutics

The Apocryphon (or Secret Book) of John1 claims to contain a revelation

granted by the risen Christ to his disciple John. The text opens with Christ’s

teaching about the highest God and about the many aeons, or divine light-

beings, who had allegedly emanated from God and inhabit the supra-mundane

realm of light. Thereupon the Gnostic Christ speaks about the tragic events

that led to the generation of an inferior planetary Godhead — called Jalda-

baoth — who, from his position outside the divine world, produced several

cosmic powers and angels. This planetary God appears to be the “demiurge”,

the creator of the lower world. As such, he is identified with the God of the

Old Testament. Christ concludes this part of his mythological teaching with

the following ironical statement:

And he (the creator-God) saw the creation and the numerous angels beneath

him, who had sprung from him. And he said to them: “I am a jealous God;

there is none beside me”. So he already indicated to the angels beneath him

that another God does exist. For if there were no other one, of whom would

he be jealous?

Note that proclamations of the biblical God are quoted by the Gnostic Christ

to show the inferior qualities (jealousy, ignorance, arrogance) of the

demiurge.2

The second main part of The Secret Book reveals the Gnostic truth

about the creation of man and woman and about the early history of human-

kind. This part of the revelatory teaching can be read as a critical revision of

the first chapters of Genesis (from the Spirit moving upon the waters in Gen

1:2 up to Noah and the Flood in chapters 6-8). More than once do we come

upon the phrase “It is not as Moses said (…) but (…)”.

How should we explain the disqualification of the Old-Testament God

and the highly-critical attitude towards biblical texts and traditions in this

writing and in related Gnostic texts? The answer usually given in scholarly

literature is that we are dealing with expressions of frustration and despair on

1. The Nag Hammadi collection of fourth-century Coptic manuscripts contains three copies of The

Secret Book. A fourth copy is found in a Coptic manuscript of the fourth or fifth century, the so-

called “Berlin Codex” (abbreviated: BG). In his Adversus Haereses ( I 29), composed ca. 185,

Bishop Irenaeus of Lyons quotes a Greek version of the first part of this writing (pp. 19-44 in the

BG version). This is an indication that the book was originally written in Greek and that it dates

back at least to the second half of the second century.

2. “I am a jealous God” (cf. Ex 20:5; 34:14; Deut 4:24; 5:9); “there is none beside me” (cf. Isa

43:11; 44:6,8; etc.).
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the part of Jews. Faced with some crisis of history,3 a group of Jews sup-

posedly felt abandoned by their God and finally turned away from him.4 In

my paper, I propose a different solution.5 I suggest that the authors of the

Gnostic texts in question were not Jews but Gentiles with a background in

Hellenistic philosophy. In my opinion, these critical interpretations were

caused by the fact that the authors evaluated the biblical texts in the light of

their own philosophical traditions.6 Where the information of the Bible about

God and his creation deviates from their favourite ideas, they did not hesitate

to correct or to reject the biblical accounts.

I am aware that this explanation of the critical use of biblical texts in

Gnostic literature may give rise to some serious objections. If the gap between

Gnostic and biblical beliefs was as wide and deep as I assume it was, why,

then, did Gnostic authors refer to biblical texts and traditions at all? Why did

they bother to correct Moses and not just ignore him? Furthermore, how

should we explain that non-Jewish Gnostics with a Hellenistic philosophical

background had such a detailed knowledge of biblical and extra-biblical

Jewish texts and traditions? I will react to these counter-questions in the

second part of this text.

Dualistic and Monistic Patterns of Religion

First, I will focus attention on the vast differences between biblical-Jewish and

Gnostic beliefs. I will do this with the help of the concepts of dualism and

monism.

A characteristic feature of ancient Gnosticism is the belief in two real-

ities: the spiritual realm of the highest God and the material world created by

an inferior Godhead, the demiurge. Gnostics had a very low opinion of

everything to do with the material world — notably, the human body. Where-

as they were convinced that the body is a product of the demiurge, the spir-

itual core of man (the pneuma or “the inner man”, often imagined as a particle

of light) was believed to be of divine origin and nature. It was not regarded as

something created but as received directly from above. The creator-God

3. There have been several attempts to point to a situation in Judaism where such a “hermeneutical

shift” could have occurred. Cf. M.A. Williams, Rethinking “Gnosticism” 1996, pp. 219-234.

4. Cf. B. Pearson, Jewish Haggadic Traditions 1990, pp. 39-51, and my comments in: G.P.

Luttikhuizen (ed.), Paradise Interpreted 1999, pp. 146-152.

5. I owe some pertinent insights to studies by H. Jonas (e.g. Delimitation of the Gnostic Phe-

nomenon 1970, pp. 90-108); W.C. van Unnik (Die jüdische Komponente 1961, pp. 65-82); K.-W.

Tröger (The Attitude of the Gnostic Religion 1981) and others.

6. Cf. G. Luttikhuizen, The Thought Pattern 1997, pp. 89-101.
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supposedly had imprisoned this divine light-particle in a material body in

order to subject it to his rule.

In this respect, the biblical tradition is certainly not dualistic. First of

all, the Bible acknowledges one God, who is honoured as the creator of

Heaven and Earth. As we read in the first chapter of Genesis, God saw that

his creation was good. Furthermore, from Genesis and from many other

biblical and Jewish writings we learn that man was created by God as a

psychosomatic unity. Accordingly, the apostle Paul taught the Corinthians that

the whole human person dies (not just one’s body) and that this whole person

— if he or she belongs to Christ — will be raised to life by God.7

But it is possible to give another interpretation to the concepts of

dualism and monism which renders the Gnostic pattern of religion monistic

rather than dualistic. In the conviction of Gnostics, the spiritual or divine

reality is the only thing that counts. They believed that the light-particles

scattered throughout humanity were destined to be reunited with God, and that

in this way the original divine Oneness would be restored (whereas matter was

destined to vanish into darkness and nothingness). It would seem that this

basically monistic idea is foreign to the Jewish tradition (and to non-Gnostic

Christianity). Here, instead of assuming an original and essential unity of God

and man, the fundamental difference between the Creator and his creature is

emphasized. Even in mystical forms of Judaism and Christianity is the duality

of God and man axiomatic.

Gnosticism is often presented as a negative, pessimistic and nihilistic

philosophy of life. Indeed, Gnostics had no interest in their physical envi-

ronment. But, again, this negative attitude towards the created world is just

one side of the picture. The other side is that they felt themselves exalted

above this world. They could experience their union with the transcendent

God while they were still on Earth. This sense of belonging to the higher

world prompted feelings of joy and pride. Expressions of these feelings can be

found on many pages in the surviving Gnostic texts.

In contrast to the common beliefs of Jews and ecclesiastical Chris-

tians,8 Gnostics did not explain the origin of evil and suffering from human

misbehaviour. In their view, human beings are not agents of evil but primarily

7. 1 Cor 15. For the sake of clarity I recall that the common Christian belief in the immortality of

the soul does not have its roots in the ancient religion of Israel. In fact, it has the same Greek-

Hellenistic background as the more extreme anthropological dualism found in Gnostic texts. The

impact of Greek anthropological ideas is already discernable in ancient Jewish writings and in the

New Testament.

8. Cf. e.g. the words of the apostle Paul in Romans 5:12: “It was through one man that sin entered

the world, and through sin, death, and thus death pervaded the whole human race.”
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its victims.9 They believed that imperfection originated long before the

creation of man, as a result of protological events in the supra-mundane world.

When, after the creation of Adam (the first man), the demiurgical God

found out that his creature possessed a portion of divine substance, he brought

him down deep into the dark cosmos and he enclosed his light-substance (his

pneuma) in a material body. There Adam was obliged to live, covered with

darkness and fully isolated from his divine origin — until, that is, a helper

from the world above10 informed him about his divine provenance and

nature. (In some respect, Adam was the first Gnostic).

There can be no doubt that the actual stories about Adam and Eve,

Paradise, and Noah and the Flood were adopted from Jewish traditions. But

the point at issue is whether this also holds true for the underlying theological

and anthropological convictions. I hope to show that it is more plausible to

connect these ideas with Greek-Hellenistic schools of thought.

The Aristotelian Factor in the Gnostic Pattern of Religion11

Theology

In the beginning of The Secret Book of John, the Gnostic Christ makes use of

the terminology of “negative theology”: one should not imagine God as a

spirit or a Godhead, for he is more than that, etc. The idea apparently is that

God is fully transcendent. He (it?) cannot possibly be related to cosmic time

and space. Gnostics believed that this God is other than the inferior cosmic

God whom they held responsible for the creation of the material world.

Note that we are not dealing with a hierarchical type of relationship

between the two Gods.12 On the one hand, the supreme Godhead did not

cause or plan the existence of the creator-God. Rather, his coming into being

was the result of an error or a tragedy on a lower level within the supra-

9. The notion of sin is at odds with the Gnostic pattern of religion. But we should not conclude

that Gnostics were “libertines” (as patristic authors did). They had to live in accordance with the

Gnostic truth. I return to this issue below.

10. In The Secret Book it is the spiritual Eve who brings the saving knowledge to Adam. (She is

his “helper” in the full Gnostic sense of the word, cf. Gen. 2:18).

11. To a large degree, I am dependent on the interpretation of Aristotle’s philosophy recently

advanced by Abraham P. Bos, Free University of Amsterdam. Cf. his essay: Aristotle’s Psy-

chology 1999, pp. 309-331.

12. This relationship cannot be compared to Philo’s distinction between God and his “powers” or

with other Jewish speculations about high angelic figures acting as God’s vicegerents, as proposed

by J. Fossum, The Name of God 1985, and M. Baker, The Great Angel 1992.
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mundane world. On the other hand, the demiurgical God is not obedient to the

highest God, and does not even know him.13

I surmise that this idea of a dualistic theology had developed within

philosophical schools influenced by Aristotle’s philosophy.14 Aristotle made a

clear distinction between the highest divine principle and cosmic reality. The

divine principle is fully meta-cosmic and has no dealings with the visible

world.15 On this point, Aristotle deviated from his teacher, Plato, who taught

that it is the highest principle itself that initiated the process leading to the

creation of the phenomenal world.16 First of all, Aristotle introduced the idea

that the supreme Godhead is purely spiritual, while the “lower gods” dwelling

in the stellar and planetary regions have an “ethereal” nature.17 He ascribes

the changes that take place in the sublunary world not to the transcendent

Godhead but to the lower cosmic gods.

We may take it for granted that Aristotle’s opinion of the cosmic gods

was closely related to his view of the life of mortals on Earth. We find a few

hints at the bondage and the lack of freedom of human beings in the surviving

Corpus Aristotelicum.18 The philosopher was more explicit about human

nature and the human plight in his published works, notably in the

Protreptikos and in the Eudemus or “On the Soul”.19 Plutarch and Proclus

quote passages from these works which suggest that Aristotle adhered to the

old idea that for the soul it is more natural and healthy to live outside of a

body rather than within a body.20 According to Augustine and Iamblichus,

Aristotle compared the soul’s being tied to a body with the cruel torture of

Etruscan robbers, who fixed their captives, while they were still alive, onto

13. But in his ignorance, the demiurge sometimes acts according to the plan of the true God. The

clearest instance is his creation of man. Man appears to be God’s chosen instrument to bring the

lost light substance back to the divine world.

14. Aristotle’s philosophy has been transmitted to us very poorly: The Corpus Aristotelicum

consists of Aristotle’s lectures as they were edited by pupils. In addition, we have some surviving

fragments of his published books and scattered doxographical references to these works in several

pagan and Christian texts. But in antiquity, his teachings were still well-known and had a strong

influence inside and outside philosophical schools (a stronger influence than is often assumed in

modern scholarship).

15. Phys. VIII 10; Metaph. XII 1072a-1073a.

16. Plato seems to have imagined the figure of the “demiurge” as a manifestation or hypostasis of

the Divinity itself.

17. Gen. Anim. 736b 37. Ether is the so-called fifth Aristotelian element (quinta essentia).

18. Phys. 253a 12ff; 259b 11; Metaph. I 982b 29f; Ethic. Nic. 1178b 33-35.

19. All the works published by Aristotle were lost in antiquity. We only know some fragments

quoted by later authors. Cf. above, n. 14.

20. Plutarch, Consol. ad Apoll. (fr. 6 Ross; fr. 65 Gigon); Proclus, In Plat. Remp. 2.349.13-16 (fr.

5 ed. Kroll; fr. 923 ed. Gigon); cf. Cicero, Tusc. I 114.
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human corpses, “face to face and limb to limb”.21 If Aristotle made the hu-

man condition dependent on the cosmic Gods, he can hardly have had a high

esteem for these powers.

Aristotle’s disconnection of the rule over the lower world from the

highest God has paved the way for the theological dualism of Gnostic philoso-

phers. This Aristotelian innovation enabled them to think very positively of

the supreme God while at the same time to think negatively of the demiurge

and his powers.

Anthropology

As I observed above, the second part of The Secret Book of John can be read

as a free paraphrase of the biblical stories about the creation of man and the

first generations of humanity. But, on a deeper level, it is also the story of a

battle between the powers of good and evil over the portion of light-substance

that had “fallen” away from the divine world. Whereas the cosmic powers try

to keep this divine substance in their dark regions, the powers of the true God

endeavour to bring it back to the higher world.

I will confine myself to summarizing the first part of this story. Before

Jaldabaoth, the future creator-God, removed himself from the divine world, he

usurped some light-substance. This explains how there could be (and still is) a

portion of divine light outside the meta-cosmic world. Jaldabaoth did not share

this light-substance with the cosmic powers and angels produced by him.

Therefore, he was, for some time, the only one in the world of darkness to

possess the divine substance — until it was transferred into man.

The story of the creation of man begins when the highest God — or,

rather, one of its emanations — devises a stratagem: The Divinity reflects

itself in a human shape in the cosmic waters. The planetary gods see this

image and they say to each other: “Let us create man in the image of God and

after his likeness” (cf. Gen 1:26). But when they have created man (Adam), it

turns out that he cannot stand up.22 Apparently this is what the powers of the

highest God had anticipated. Disguised as cosmic angels, some of them

descended into the cosmic world and advised Jaldabaoth to breathe his spir-

itual power into Adam. For, as they intimated to him, this would enable his

21. Augustine, Contra Julianum IV 15.78 (Augustine knew Aristotle’s text through Cicero’s Hor-

tensius); Iamblichus, Protr. 8; cf. Clement of Alexandria., Protr. I.7.4 (fr. 10b Ross; fr. 73 Gigon).

22. In The Secret Book, the story of the creation of Adam is slightly complicated in that first

mention is made of the creation of his “psychic” (ethereal) body. This body receives the divine

element. Thereupon his material body will be created out of the four sublunary elements. In the

background of the idea that initially Adam could not stand up is a Greek tradition about attempts

to create a living being with the help of the power of the stars. In Jewish lore, this fantasy was

expressed in stories about the making of a “golem”. Here it was not associated with the life-giving

power of the stars but rather with the magical power of speech and of the Hebrew alphabet. Cf.

Encyclopaedia Judaica VII 1972, p. 753.
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creature to move and stand up. When the demiurge responded to their advice

and breathed his breath into Adam (cf. Gen 2:7), he lost his light-substance to

his creature. The divine element has dwelled in human beings ever since.23

In The Secret Book of John, Christ states explicitly that the divine

light-power is something that every man needs; without it, one would not be

able to move and to stand up as a human being.24 At first sight, this idea is

at odds with the well-known Gnostic claim that not all people belong to their

spiritual race. How did Gnostics explain that every human being possesses the

spiritual element, and that, nonetheless, many people live in ignorance and

darkness?

With reference to some suggestions in recent literature,25 I propose

that Gnostics assumed that, indeed, all humans receive the divine element but

that it was given to them as a “power”, a capacity. This reminds us of the

well-known Aristotelian distinction between potential and actual existence,

particularly with respect to the nous, or intellect.26 In Aristotle’s view, the

nous is a divine element in man coming from the transcendent world.27 In De

generatione animalium, he states: “the intellect alone enters additionally from

outside and alone is divine”.28 According to the philosopher, the divine nous

is present in every human being (even in the foetus) as a dynamis, a “sleeping

capacity”. This potential in man can be awakened (becomes “actual”) through

contact with the divine Nous.29

The Secret Book of John tells how the demiurge had covered Adam’s

spiritual power with darkness. It remains in a sleeping condition until it is

awakened from above. The mythological story about Adam is supposed to

represent the experiences of every individual Gnostic. His or her spiritual

power was awakened by gnosis, divinely-revealed knowledge. People who had

not received the gnosis were bound to remain in darkness. The same fate

23. The light power was spread through procreation.

24. Cf. BG 67:4-7: “For the power enters into every man. For without it they would not be able to

stand.”

25. M. Williams, Rethinking “Gnosticism” (above, n. 3): “the potential to belong to the spiritual

race is imagined as having been present at birth for all humans”; A.H.B. Logan, Gnostic Truth

1996, p. 262: “The (…) light-power represents (…) the capacity for salvation”.

26. See e.g. De Anima 402a 26-27.

27. Cf. Plutarch, De facie in orbe lunae 28,943ª. Aristotle criticized Plato for not making a clear

distinction between the soul, which basically has an ethereal nature (basically the same nature as

the cosmic gods), and the nous, or intellect. Aristotle considered emotions and passions as

typically psychic functions (in his view the cosmic gods were qualified by these functions),

whereas the intellect, he claimed, is directed to immaterial things.

28. 736b 27-29 (translation adopted from the Loeb Classical Library edition).

29. De Anim. 408b 8-29; Metaph. 1072b 26ff; Ethic. Nic. 1177b 19. In some Gnostic and Her-

metic texts, the term nous is used to refer to the divine element in man. The more usual desig-

nation, however, is pneuma.
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awaited Gnostics who did not lead a life in conformity with the spiritual truth

revealed to them.30

These observations imply that Gnostics were not saved “by nature” —

in other words, because they possessed the divine element while others did not

have it — as some early orthodox authors argued31 (a view which is often

echoed in modern studies). Rather, they were saved because, in response to

the gnosis revealed to them, they had developed (“actualized” in Aristotelian

vocabulary) their spiritual potential.

Early Christian Debates Concerning the Revelation of the Old Testament

Now I will turn to the questions of why Gnostics with this non-Jewish

philosophical background should be interested in the Old Testament and why

they took the trouble to interpret and correct traditional Jewish ideas about

God and man.

First of all, we have to bear in mind that The Secret Book of John (like

virtually all the Gnostic books discovered near Nag Hammadi) is a Christian

Gnostic writing. After all, it speaks about revelations granted by Jesus Christ.

Admittedly, this and other Gnostic books are composed on the basis of earlier

texts and traditions. I doubt, however, whether it is necessary (or possible!) to

connect the critical interpretations of biblical texts to hypothetical pre-

Christian sources or to a pre-Christian phase in the literary history of these

writings.32 Rather, the relevant parts of the texts betray a characteristically

Christian interest in the correct understanding of the Old Testament. The first

part of our answer to the above questions, therefore, is that these non-Jewish

Gnostics were early Christians.33

Diverse sources (orthodox as well as “heretical”) inform us about quite

serious disagreements in second century Christianity concerning the inter-

pretation of the Old Testament. Apparently, the central question was: who is

the God revealed by Jesus Christ? Whereas emerging mainstream Christianity

30. A section of The Secret Book is devoted to the fates of several categories of “souls”, inter alia

the souls of those who did receive knowledge but have “turned away” (BG 70,9-71,3).

31. Clement of Alexandria, Excerpta ex Theodoto 56; Stromateis IV 89; Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. I 6;

cf. R. Bultmann, Das Evangelium des Johannes 1964, pp. 96f.

32. If it can be ascertained that the body of the text (the text minus the frame story about an

appearance of Jesus Christ to John) does not refer to Jesus Christ and to other clearly-Christian

topics, this does not necessarily mean that we are dealing with a non-Christian writing. Early

Christians did not speak and write exclusively about Jesus Christ and about developments in the

Christian community.

33. In recent scholarship, there is a growing awareness of the diversity of early Christianity. It

would be fallacious to equate early Christianity with the (quite different!) groups behind the

writings that later were canonized.
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maintained that this God is none other than the creator-God of the Old Testa-

ment, there were others, notably the Gnostics behind The Secret Book of John,

who vehemently denied this.34 They associated the God of Jesus with the

purely spiritual God of their philosophical traditions, while in the God acting

in the Old Testament they could but recognize the features of the demiurge,

the incapable creator of the material universe.35 Of course, this had far-

reaching consequences for their interpretation of all texts speaking about the

biblical God, about his qualities, his acts, his promises and prescriptions.

Interestingly, from The Secret Book and related writings we not only

learn how the Gnostics in question interpreted Old Testament traditions but

these texts also show how Gnostics judged the biblical interpretation of other

Christians. Gnostic authors quoted and interpreted biblical texts and traditions

with a view to refuting their claims to truth: they tried to show that the

information of the biblical text was incorrect (“it is not as Moses said…”) or,

which comes down to the same thing, that the non-Gnostic approach to the

biblical texts (in most cases, the literal interpretation of the texts) was

inadequate.36 Here we find an answer to the question of why Gnostics both-

ered to read and to criticize biblical texts and traditions. They did so within

the context of a protracted controversy with other Christian groups about the

revelatory value of the Jewish Scriptures.

I will briefly discuss some passages in The Secret Book of John where

we find clear traces of such a controversy. What these passages have in

common is that the risen Christ does not restrict himself to giving the right

Gnostic interpretation of Moses’ accounts. He also explicitly refutes other

interpretations. A clear instance is the statement about the arrogance of the

demiurge (quoted on the first page of this paper). In line with the well-known

Gnostic dualistic theology, the proclamations of the creator-God are supposed

to unveil his ignorance and his unwarranted pride.37 But at the same time,

the belief of other Christians in this God is refuted; their monotheism is even

ridiculed with an ironical remark.38

34. Suffice it to refer to Marcion and his “church”, to the Valentinian philosopher Ptolemy in his

letter to Flora (preserved in Epiphanius’ anti-heretic work), and to the polemics against the

orthodox belief in the Old Testament God and his Law in the Gnostic Testimony of Truth (Nag

Hamm. Codex IX,3).

35. In antiquity, “psychic” functions and properties (emotions, passions) were associated with the

planetary gods. Cf. also above, n. 27.

36. With a similar purpose (to bring to light, that is, the erroneous character of the relevant texts),

Irenaeus, Hippolytus, and other heresiologists quoted and discussed at length Gnostic (and other

“heretical”) texts.

37. This means that, to some extent, the biblical texts contain reliable information. But the truth

(in this case, the arrogance of the demiurge) is revealed only to those who understand the biblical

information from a Gnostic point of view.

38. In the surviving versions of the book, these statements are put in the mouth of the Christian

Saviour. In these versions, at least, the statements are meant to persuade Christians.
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The blasphemy of the creator-God is directly followed with a sophisti-

cated discussion about the meaning of Gen 1:2, speaking about the “moving”

of God’s Spirit above the cosmic waters. When John asks what is meant by

“the moving of the Spirit”, Christ smiles and replies: “Do you think that it is

as Moses said, ‘above the waters’?” Basically the literal understanding of the

event under discussion is rejected. Instead, Christ gives a highly mythological

(allegorical) interpretation of what supposedly had happened. Apparently it

was not enough to present the Gnostic interpretation. This interpretation is

contrasted explicitly with — and defended against — the more literal under-

standing.

I would like to mention one more instance of the way in which the

Christ of The Secret Book rejects a non-Gnostic Genesis interpretation. The

text fragment in question forms part of the story about the creation of Eve:

And he (the creator-God) wanted to bring out the power which had been

given to him (Adam) by him. And he cast a “trance” (or: “oblivion”, “stu-

por”) over Adam. And I (John) said to him, “Christ, what does ‘trance’

mean?”. And he said, “It is not as Moses said, ‘He put him to sleep’, but it

was his perception that he veiled with a veil. He made him heavy with lack

of perception. For indeed he said through the prophet, ‘I will make the ears of

their hearts heavy that they may not understand and may not see’.” (Isa 6:10)

Christ corrects the Genesis account (or the literal understanding of this

account) in this passage as well. The demiurge did not just bring a physical

sleep over Adam. What he did to the first man was more serious: he deprived

him from his perceptive faculties. He laid a veil over his mind — over the

spiritual light-potential in Adam — so that he could not see and understand

what happened to him. The subsequent quotation of Isaiah 6:10 insinuates that

this is what could be expected of the creator-God.

The Gnostic author of this passage seems to be aware that his exegesis

is in conflict with other, more literal, traditional readings of the Genesis text.

Although he presents his allegorical exegesis as a superior understanding, a

simple rejection of the literal reading apparently is not sufficient. He felt the

need to adduce a proof text from “the prophet” in support of his

understanding. This argument ad hominem (it could only persuade those for

whom words of “the prophet” were authoritative) originally belonged to a

discussion with early orthodox Christians.39

As has been observed by several scholars, the most violent attacks on

the Old Testament, its God, and its heroes are found in Gnostic writings that

are evidently addressed to other groups of Christians, notably in The Tractate

of Seth in Nag Hammadi codex VII and in The Testimony of Truth in codex

39. Cf. O. Wintermute, Study of Gnostic Exegesis 1972, pp. 241-270, 250f.
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IX.40 But this observation has not induced scholars to relate the critical

evaluation of the Jewish Scriptures to theological debates among Christians.

The influential interpretation of The Testimony of Truth by Birger

Pearson, one of the editors of the Coptic text, is an interesting example. The

Testimony of Truth contains a critical retelling of the Paradise story in which,

in a subtle way, the serpent is upgraded (it does not seduce Eve but “informs”

her; it leads the first humans to the gnosis which somehow was hidden in the

tree of knowledge). At the same time, the biblical God is degraded, mainly by

further emphasizing the anthropomorphic features attributed to him in the

Genesis account. In The Testimony of Truth, the revision of the Paradise story

is followed up with the following comments:

What sort of God is this? First he was envious of Adam that he should eat

from the tree of knowledge. And secondly he said: “Adam, where are

you?”.41 So God did not have foreknowledge? He did not know this from

the beginning? And later on he said, “Let us throw him out of this place lest

he eat from the tree of life and live forever”.42 Thus he has shown himself

to be a malicious envier.

What sort of God is this? Indeed, great is the blindness of those who read

(this) and have not recognized him! And he said, “I am a jealous God. I bring

the sins of the parents upon the children for three, four generations”.43 And

he said, “I will cause their heart to become hardened and I will cause their

mind to be blind, so that they might not understand or comprehend what I

said”.44 These are the things he said to those who believe in him and serve

him!

Pearson argues that the retelling of the Paradise story and the subsequent

comments are a Fremdkörper in this Christian Gnostic document. He explains

the critical revision of the text as a piece of “protest exegesis” which was

borrowed by the Christian Gnostic author from a Jewish source. In Pearson’s

opinion, the words “These are the things he said to those who believe in him

and serve him” are an exclamation by Jews who felt abandoned by their God.

But it should be observed that the negative comments and the polemi-

cal tone are in perfect agreement with the rejection of the Old Testament God

and his Law in other parts of The Testimony of Truth.45 If the author used an

earlier text, it is not necessary at all to assume that it was a Jewish text. The

ironical remark, “These are the things”, etc. are aimed at Christian worship-

pers of the Old Testament creator-God. Just as the above-quoted passages of

The Secret Book of John, this polemic had its Sitz im Leben in discussions

40. See B. Pearson, Use, Authority and Exegesis 1988, pp. 635-652.

41. Cf. Gen 3:4-14.

42. Cf. Gen 3:22-23.

43. Ex 20:5.

44. Cf. Isa 6:10, the same text which is quoted in The Secret Book.

45. Cf. J.-D. Kaestli, Relecture polémique 1976, pp. 48-62, 52.
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among Christians about the value of the Jewish Scriptures and the nature of

the Old Testament God.46

If, as I suggest, we are able to explain this specific use of the Jewish

Scriptures from a situation in early Christianity, there is no longer any reason

to trace this critical hermeneutics back to a development within Judaism.47

This would leave us more room for the assumption that the characteristically

Gnostic way of thinking about God, man and the world originated in a non-

Jewish environment of Hellenistic schools of philosophy. In that case, the

critical interpretation of the Jewish Scriptures belongs to a comparatively late

stage in the literary history of Gnosticism, when Gnostics had accepted Jesus

as a messenger of the true God, and when in the course of time (in the second

century or earlier?) conflicts arose about the revelation of the Old Testament

and about the identity of the biblical God.
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